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CHAIR CARROLL: ... (gavel) . .. This Land Use Committee meeting of August 30, 2006 is now in
session. This afternoon we have with us Councilmember Tavares, Pontanilla, Molina, and
Mateo. Mr. Kane will join us later. .. and Jo Anne Johnson is excused for this meeting.
Members, we have three items on our agenda this morning [sic]. . .. LU-5l is the first item,
Type 3 Bed and Breakfast Home Permit for Wailuku Guesthouse Bed and Breakfast. But before
we even begin on any of this, I'm going ... understand there are some people that cannot remain
for the meeting. So if there's no objection, I'm going to allow testimony on any agenda item at
the beginning of the meeting.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR CARROLL: Hearing that, public testimony is now open for any agenda item. For the members
in the gallery, if you cannot stay... for the second item or the third item, if you wish to come
forward now and give testimony on those items, please indicate and step forward. If you wish to
give testimony on any agenda item at this time, if you cannot stay until the item is called, this is
your chance now. Otherwise, you will have to wait in the natural progression of things. Please
give your name at the microphone .
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

or traffic problems.
seems to be ..
and
close neighbors.
me when. .
sick, 'cause live alone, they'll
me out or. .. um ...right now
borrowing some of their ladders and tools and stuff. . .. (chuckle). .. So they've been real nice
neighbors and I'd like to, you know, support them, and what they do there is fine with me. So ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Hearing none, thank you. Is there
anyone else who wishes to give testimony at this time? Please come forward. Please give your
name at the microphone, and you have three minutes.
MS. SPILKER: My name is Joan Spilker. I live up the hill from the case No. 43 we're speaking of, Bev
and David. I'll be honest with you, I have a very short statement and I will be brief and to the
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point. But I wanted to ask maybe Charmaine Tavares a question. Will this ultimate decision
about what to do with B&Bs be a case-by-case decision? Although they are being studied as
such, in the end will it be case by case--yes you can stay, no you have to do this, that, and the
other thing--or is it going to be an across-the-board yes they can exist or not?
CHAIR CARROLL: We don't answer questions on the floor-MS. SPILKER: Oh, I'm sorry.
CHAIR CARROLL: --but it will be brought up when we have that discussion. Thank you.
MS. SPILKER: Alright, I'll try to follow you on TV then. Then all I have to say really is that my
husband and I have lived on Une Place since 2001 and unless Ed and Bev, I mean Dave and Bev
would tell us that they had this business, we would never have been aware of it. .. you know,
because of the hill thereon and the landscaping and the fact that they are very, very quiet, you
know, there are absolutely no trouble at all. They're lovely people, as Karl before me said, and
they're very open about their business, very honest. They, from what I understand, they've gone
through all the, the preliminaries to do this in an honest and aboveboard way. And there is no
traffic problem, there is nothing that would--you know, we have other neighbors, including
myself, who have dogs and they're more of a problem than any of the guests that these folks
might have had. So... (chuckle) . .. and it's the truth. So to sum it up, they're wonderful,
considerate neighbors and my husband and I support their efforts to be law-abiding citizens,
which they have proven in the past, and we support them in their efforts to ... provide themselves
with a like, a livelihood, and at the same time they contribute in a positive manner to the
economy on Maui. And that's just really about it. Okay? Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Ms. Tavares.

MS.

audience):

you

answenng

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you... . (chuckle). ..
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there anyone else wishes to give testimony at this time? Please come forward .
. . .Please give your name at the microphone and you have three minutes.
MR. WONG: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Council. My name is Wil Wong. I also
live on Une Street, which is situated right off Ulumalu in Haiku and actually two lots away from
David and Beverly. Une is not a through street and it ends with a cul-de-sac. There are 18,
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2-acre lots. It's a very stable and friendly neighborhood where all the homes are owner
occupied. Dave, David and Beverly host a year, yearly potluck get-together for us and they were
instrumental in organizing a neighborhood watch program when we experienced a rash of
burglaries. I can tell you there's about one-fourth of the neighborhood sitting in the audience
today from Vne Street.
From what I have read in the newspapers, I realize that they are very passionate pros and cons
regarding vacation rentals. I would like to say, however, that the application before you has all
the ingredients that warrants approval.
Their accommodations are situated quite privately away from the street, with more than adequate
parking on-site. I have never been inconvenienced whatsoever by their activities. They are both
very responsible and would be conscientious hosts that would enable their guests to experience a
very beautiful part of Maui in a non-resort like atmosphere. Many of Maui visitors prefer not to
stay at a hotel, and they should have the option of staying at an alternative accommodations for a
unique experience. I have had friends and families stay at vacation rentals in Haiku and they all
have had positive comments.
I fully support vacation rentals in an appropriate neighborhood providing compliance criterias
can be met. My wife and I wholeheartedly support Dave and Beverly's application. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you. Is there
anyone else that wishes to give testimony that cannot remain, please come forward now. Seeing
none, Members, I'm going to close testimony on all items now and then I'll be opening
individual testimonies as items come up. Testimony is now closed.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
•.. END

ITEM NO. 51:

PUBLIC

TYPE 3 BED AND BREAKFAST HOME PERMIT FOR WAILUKU
GUESTHOUSE BED AND BREAKFAST (WAILUKU) (C.C. No. 06-100)

CHAIR CARROLL: We have LV Item 51, Type 3 Bed and Breakfast Home Permit for Wailuku
Guesthouse Bed and Breakfast, Wailuku. The Committee is in receipt of the following: County
Communication No. 06-100, from the Planning Director, transmitting a request from Douglas
and Maureen Levin for a one-year Type 3 Bed and Breakfast Home Permit to operate Wailuku
Guesthouse Bed and Breakfast on appr ... , approximately 11,154 square feet at 210 South Market
Street, Wailuku, Maui, along with a proposed resolution to grant that request. Please note that
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the Committee has also received correspondence dated August 28, 2006, from the Department of
Corporation Counsel, transmitting a revised proposed resolution entitled "APPROVING THE
ACTION OF THE MAUl PLANNING COMMISSION GRANTING A TYPE 3 BED AND
BREAKFAST HOME PERMIT FOR THE WAILUKU GUESTHOUSE BED AND
BREAKFAST ON PROPERTY SITUATED AT WAILUKU, MAUl, HAWAII". The revised
proposed resolution incorporates cer. .. , certain nonsubstantive and technical revisions for
consistency and clarity, and also rev ... , revisions to conform to Chapter 19.64, Maui County
Code.
I'm now going to call on the Department. Ms. Loudermilk.
MS. LOUDERMILK: Good afternoon, Council Members. I'd like to provide a brief summary of the
application. The applicant is requesting a Type 3 Bed and Breakfast Permit utilizing six rooms.
The property is approximately 11,000 square feet and it is developed with a 3,400 square foot,
nine bedroom, two-story single-family residence. It is located in the State Urb ... , Urban District,
Community Plan Single-Family by the Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan, is zoned R-2
Residential District, and the subject parcel is not located within the Special Management Area.
A public hearing was held by the Maui Planning Commission on August 9, 2005, and there was
no testimony written or oral. The recommendation was the approval of the permit and the vote
was six to one.
I'd also like to add that the boarding house operated by Doug and Maureen Levin is also known
as the boarding house that was operated by the Hashimoto family after World War II. No food is
served, however, coffee and, and tea are provided.
And since the application was received back in 2001, the applicant had been working with the
various agencies to come
compliance
respective codes. So by the time we
go
~

~~
ael)ar1:mE~nts

~

were addressed.

name-MS. LEVIN: Hello.
CHAIR CARROLL: --and you have three minutes.
MS. LEVIN: Okay. I am Maureen Levin, and I am the applicant for the Wailuku Guesthouse Bed and
Breakfast. And I just wanted to take the time to thank the Vice-Chair and the Council Members
today for reviewing and going through this process with us. And that's all I have to say, unless
you have some questions for me.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Any questions for the testifier? Hearing none, thank you.
MS. LEVIN: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Anyone else wishing to giving, give testimony on this Land Use Item 51, please
step forward. Hearing none, if there's no objection, we will close public testimony on this
agenda item.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR CARROLL: Public testimony is now closed. Corporation Counsel, do you have any comment
before I open the floor?
MR. GIROUX: Not at this time, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Foley, do you have any comment before I open the floor to the Members for
questions?
MR. FOLEY: No, not at this time.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, the floor is now open, and please note we have been joined by
Councilmember Anderson. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Regarding what was just passed out
by Staff from Denny Schwind regarding the A ... , ADA requirements, I note the last section says
that if an establishment has fewer than six guestrooms in one building and the establishment is
owner occupied,
compliance is not
I understand that this
ADA
W'-'U"LIJU<.UU,

CHAIR CARROLL: Could you please state your name at the microphone?
MS. LEVIN: Maureen, I'm Maureen Levin, okay, and we, we just received this thing like last Monday.
So from that. . .if we have six rooms we are willing, we can do that, we can tum one of our
rooms into an ADA compliant room, but we-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. I noticed that most of your rooms are on the ground floor
already--
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MS. LEVIN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --and you have one room on the second floor?
MS. LEVIN: Two.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Two on the second floor?
MS. LEVIN: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So your total is six?
MS. LEVIN: Six, right.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
MS. LEVIN: Alright?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
MS. LEVIN: But we are willing to do that and just need some appropriate time to take care of that.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Alright. Thank you.
MS. LEVIN: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you, Chairman.
Tavares.

IS

to

CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Loudermilk.
MS. LOUDERMILK: That's a good question that has not been brought to our attention prior to today.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, anything before the Chair gives his recommendation?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
Chairman, thank you.
I guess for Ms. Loudermilk.
The
recommendation from the Department is the one-year... one-year, one-year permit. Is there any
specific reason why it's, it's one year?
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Loudermilk.
MS. LOUDERMILK: Yes, the ... Section 19.64 regarding the operation of Bed and Breakfast explicitly
states that the permit be good for one year and be renewed annually.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And the one-year requirement has been something that has been flexed
periodicall y?
MS. LOUDERMILK: My understanding is that there is one other B&B 3 operator, and that's the
Wailuku Inn, and they have been coming in for the B&B 3 annually. And...we've had not had
any difficulties with those B&B permits, whether it be the 1, 2, or 3 issued regarding the annual
review. It does allow us to make sure things are still operating as represented.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Can you give me an idea of what the review entails?
MS. LOUDERMILK: What we do is there are a number of standards that need to be met as part of the
Code, such as the transient accommodations tax; the, the operator is living in the single-family
residence; that the owner is a full-time resident of Maui County; we review tax clearances for
general excise tax, TAT; other issues such as the, the number of bedrooms still being utilized as
represented; as well as whether the fire extinguishers are still working; that the smoke detectors
are still working;
the--

COUNCILMEMBER

Okay.

Chair.

CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I guess maybe I should've asked
ear. .. , earlier when you offered about the Police Department. Because there was a letter from
the pub ... , then-Public Works Director back in 2002, Mr. Goode, regarding traffic concerns, I
just wanted to get an update on that issue, ifthat's been mitigated, any of the traffic concerns that
was initially brought up by Mr. Goode?
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MS. LOUDERMILK: Yes, and the response in that letter combi ... , was initially there were three
different type of applications submitted for this one project. One had to do with the bed and
breakfast operation, one had to do with the establishment of an accounting office within the same
structure, and then the third one would be a variance for parking or offsite parking to
accommodate two businesses. Since that letter was received and after careful consideration, the
applicant withdrew the request for the parking variance as well as to have the home office. So
that greatly decreased the number of parking and the number of potential cars that would be
utilizing that one area. So we did not have any additional follow-up with the Police Department,
as it was going to be a dramatic decrease in the number of cars and the potential traffic
concerns ...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MS. LOUDERMILK: ... at that point in time.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So, Mr. Chairman, is it going to be your intention to put the ADA
accessible room as a condition of this permit?
CHAIR CARROLL: I think it's covered in a general condition, the standard conditions that they need to
comply.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Could we ask Planning if that would be covered there?
Ms.

Because

a

I

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. And is this
requested for this residence?

this is

first time that this permit has been

MS. LOUDERMILK: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Correct? Okay, thank you. So they have been operating basically
since 2001?
MS. LOUDERMILK: They have been operating since 2001, yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Have there been any complaints lodged against this establishment-MS. LOUDERMILK: No. No complaints lodged at all.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --in five years?
MS. LOUDERMILK: Not in ... no, no complaints.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Any further-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: --discussion before the Chair gives his recommendation? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Um .. .I, I would draw the Department's
attention to the minutes that they provided for us, and the Planning Commission minutes are
attached to their report ... and the minutes are starting on page 5 of the August 9, 2005 meeting.
And the minutes start with this item on the agenda, and I'm wondering if there was testimony at
the beginning of the meeting on this item that we don't have in front of us?
MS. LOUDERMILK: There was no testimony provided at any point in time at this meeting on this
item. If there was, we would have included it in our transmittal.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Then how did you guys find out that lao School was not notified

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, because
notified.

across the street, they should've been

MS. LOUDERMILK: They.. .legally they were. After the public hearing and after the Planning
Commission voted, the applicant went to lao School, talked with the Principal, and as part of
your packet the Principal provided an e-mail to Mr. Levin indicating that they had no problems
with the operation and that none of the Principal's staff had any problems or had known of any
problems from students or parents in relation to this operation.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, I see that e-mail. And ...well, I guess I'll have to take their
word for it. I, I think it's really disturbing that they weren't notified. You know, maybe that's
something that you guys need to check on if, if there's addresses different from the actual TMK
that is being notified. In other words, if you're, if you're taking .. .lao School's probably having
their tax bill sent to the State, not to lao School. So that's probably why the notification was sent
to somebody other than them. But I would hope that you would double check on that and make
sure that in the future adjoining neighbors get a direct notification... um ... because, you know,
there's comments in here and letters regarding parking, and I know that they had originally asked
for a variance. And I guess that was withdrawn or... ?
MS. LOUDERMILK: Yes, the variance was, was withdrawn as well as the proposed second business on
the property was withdrawn.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so why did they need a variance? Do they not meet the
parking-MS. LOUDERMILK: That had to do with-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could I finish, please? Do they not meet the parking requirement
as stated in the Code?
MS. LOUDERMILK: As stated in the Code, the Bed and Breakfast 3 Permit complies with the parking
requirements.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But then the Police say that they still have a concern regarding
parking -- during school hours most of the parking will be on... Ka ... , Kaua Street side of the
residence which borders school property. And so ... that, that has been addressed? I mean why
they, why
apply for a variance
take it? Was a variance

H

MS.

d.uJU'L-'.n.ANDERSON: I see.

......

And since the

was

Tnrlr<>urn

that variance was also

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So they do have adequate parking for-MS. LOUDERMILK: Yes, on-site.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --the use that they're requesting?
MS. LOUDERMILK: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: On-site?
MS. LOUDERMILK: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion before the Chair gives his recommendation? Seeing none,
the Chair would accept a motion to recommend adoption of the revised proposed resolution
entitled "APPROVING THE ACTION OF THE MAUl PLANNING COMMISSION
GRANTING A TYPE 3 BED AND BREAKFAST HOME PERMIT FOR THE WAILUKU
GUESTHOUSE BED AND BREAKFAST ON PROPERTY SITUATED AT WAILUKU, MAUl,
HAWAII", and filing of Communication No. 06-100.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina.
Mr. Pontanilla?

Discussion?

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No discussion.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I just have a quick question, Mr. Chair. When...Ms. Loudermilk,
when you send this application out for review, do you note that? Because, you know, it's kind of
disturbing the req ... , the review comments from Public Works. I mean they see conflicts in the
traffic, you
circulation regards to lao School
also
on-street parking.
we were told
they've been
seem there was
ti
a

noted

you
operation already for five years?

MS. LOUDERMILK: When the application was received in 2001, they had just started operation. It's
taken this amount of time to come into compliance with other codes of other departments and
come before us. So at that point in time the concerns were based on potential impact because the
operation had just been, had just occurred at that time. And yes, you are correct, Councilmember
Anderson, that we would've heard any...we would, would've been informed of any other
outstanding issues in relation to parking as they have been in operation for five years.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: And, and you have no complaints?
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MS. LOUDERMILK: None at all.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And I guess then Public Works in August of '05 when the Planning
Commission heard this, Public Works had an additional opportunity then to weigh in on this and,
and they didn't restate any of their concerns at that time?
MS. LOUDERMILK: That's my understanding.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion? Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Mr. Chairman, do we have the authority to, to change the
permit period to increase it to two years or three years?
CHAIR CARROLL: I will confer with Corporation Counsel. But as was read, we are "approving" the
action of the Maui Planning Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR CARROLL: This type of application that is before us is for approval of that action, and I don't
believe that. . .I believe that would be a problem. But I will call on Corporation Counsel,
Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. Yeah... --(CHANGE OF TAPE, start lB)-- ... to review this, the
Code and what powers that the Council would have as far as this point, we haven't dealt with too
many of these. The way
this is structured... the,
ordinance, it does give
. .it's a
situation, I, I
The
3 is approved

a
means
.. being
that the Council is only acting
resolution and not through ordinance,
it would
basically be a thumbs up or a thumbs down on the action of the Planning Commission, and the
result of that would be, you know, conditions. If there was conditions that were not appropriate
or, or needed to be, I guess, looked at again, the proper action would actually be to send it back
to the Planning Commission with, with those concerns and have them review the permit again.
As far as the legislative history, it would appear by the structure of this ordinance that the, the
Council did not want to take it upon themselves to do a full rereview as, as would be where you
would have as a Conditional Permit where, where you are the final authority and the recomm ... ,
whatever happened in Planning Commission is truly just a recommendation. So as far as the
UUAU'-,U
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changing of that one year because it was approved as a one year, we would ... our opinion would
be that we would have to follow that if the approval would be from this body.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you for that information.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And, Mr. Chair, maybe we need to relook at the Bed and Breakfast
Ordinance because one year seems to be an awfully short time, they barely get going and they
have to apply again in six months prior to the end of that one-year period. So it's like a half
month approval, I mean half a year approval which seems a little stringent. But I think that we
can work on that outside of this particular item and see if we can get something more
manageable, especially that we're trying to encourage bed and breakfast operations to corne
forward to go through the process to become a permitted, permitted in our, in our County. And if
we make the process so restrictive that it discourages that compliance, then we need to look at
what we are doing with our laws and at the same time not compromising the enjoyment of the
neighborhoods by the folks who are in the same neighborhood as one of these special things,
uses. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, the ordinance itself says--and this is for
all, Type I, Type 2, and Type 3--permits shall be valid for a period of one year and may be
renewed... by the Planning Director for Type 1, by the Planning Commission for Type 3, and by
the Council--did I say type?--Type 2 by the Planning Commission and, and for Type 3 by the
Council. And, you know, I don't really see the, the downside because once they apply they're
operating, they've been operating for five years without a permit. So ... basically they've got a
five-year pass on a one-year
So, I don't really see a problem with the one year,
especially since these are
neighborhoods
know, so far so good, there's
maybe there
not be
I am C011cernf:a
street

CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any further discussion? Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. I, I'll be supporting the motion on the
floor. I think one of the reasons is this particular neighborhood is not the typical or the standard
residential area. We're talking about an area that this, this horne is surrounded by an elementary
school or an intermediate school or a middle school. There is the aikido area to the north of it,
there is the tennis court, there is the gymnasium and pool, there is a beauty salon, there is a law
office--this is not a standard residential area. There's multiple uses in this particular, in this
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particular neighborhood. My major issue is that in, in ... you know, if this item moves forward,
then I really wish they would address ADA requirements as soon as possible. As the woman has
testified before us, she just received this notice today. But in the 2005 minutes this same issue
was brought forward that her husband addressed the Commission on. So one of the primary
items that they need to, to initiate is to take care of the ADA requirements. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion before I call for the question? Seeing none, all those in
favor of the motion on the floor, please signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Kane, Mateo, Molina, Tavares,
Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Hokama and Johnson.

ABSENT:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

MOTION CARRIED
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of revised proposed resolution, and FILING of
communication.

on our agenda.
IS
Conditional
for
Tradewinds
Committee is
receipt of County
Communication No. 02-199, from the fonner Planning Director, transmitting a proposed bill
entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE GRANTING DAVID DANTES AND BEVERLY
LIVINGSTON, DBA MAUl TRADEWINDS, A CONDITIONAL PERMIT TO USE ONE
BEDROOM ON THE FIRST LEVEL OF A TWO-STORY MAIN FARM DWELLING
(DWELLING A), AND TWO BEDROOMS OF A SECOND FARM DWELLING (DWELLING
B), FOR TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS WITHIN THE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICT, FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT 4320 UNE PLACE, HAIKU, MAUl". The
purpose of the proposed bill is to grant a request from David Dantes and Beverly Livingston, dba
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Maui Tradewinds, for a one-year Conditional Pennit for the operation of the transient vacation
rental on approximately 2 acres at 4320 Vne Place, Haiku.
And ...we will now hear from the applicant. We are giving the applicant five minutes, and then
the Department. If the applicant would please corne forward.
MR. DANTES: Good afternoon, David Dantes.
MS. LIVINGSTON: Beverly Livingston.
MR. DANTES: And, Mr. Chainnan and Committee Members, thanks for taking your time to put so
much attention on such a small issue--big issue for us, but small in the picture of everything that
has to be handled in the context of the County.
Our vacation rental has been in operation for about eight years. At the time that we started, we
owned a home that we love very much and that we purchased in anticipation of my continued
medical practice, which then became impossible because of a change in my health. So for
financial necessity we thought about opening about a vacation rental. At that time, things were
less fonnal than they are now and many horne occupations were ...basically ignored even if they
were against the letter of the Code, as long as the neighborhood wasn't adversely affected.
So at that time we consulted with the Planning Department and their recommendation was
actually not to apply for a pennit, but to check with our neighbors and they said if the neighbors
don't mind, nobody else is going to mind. So we did invite all of our neighbors over for a
potluck dinner and presented them with our plans, and they unanimously were in favor of it. The
neighbors have been indescribably kind to us. If we have to go off-island and there's a guest
arriving, neighbors will actually come over and greet the guest, check them in, collect the rent,
to the premises, and
available
the neighbors have,
guests
assume our
as host.

you.
MS. LIVINGSTON: And I, I would just like to say also that I'm experiencing a lot of gratitude for my
neighbors and my friends that I've made since doing this. We've had an opportunity to have not
only guests from the mainland and, and other countries corne here, but we've had the opportunity
to have some friends who live here come and stay with us, like if there's a wedding or something
like that, you know. So anyway, I just thank you very much for considering this proposal.
Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. The Department, Mr. Yoshida.
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MR. YOSHIDA: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and Members of the Land Use Committee. Clayton
Yoshida with the Planning Department. First of all, I would like to pass around photos of
Dwelling A and Dwelling B that were referenced by the Chair. These are attached as
Exhibits "11" in the Department's report.
The subject property is located at 4320 Une Place in Haiku. Is it Community Plan State
Agricultural, I mean Community Plan Agriculture, lies within the State Agricultural District, and
is zoned County Ag. The applicants, David Dantes and Beverly Livingston, are requesting a
County Conditional Permit to use one bedroom and one bath area on the first floor of the
four-bedroom farm dwelling known as Building A, and a two bedroom, one bath second farm
dwelling known as Building B, Dwelling B for transient vacation rental purposes. The public
hearing was conducted by the Maui Planning Commission on August 27, 2002. Ten letters of
support are included in the Department's report. In addition, at the public hearing five additional
letters of support and three petitions signed by 32 merchants, 8 employees, and 63 visitors were
submitted by the applicant and distributed to the Commission. No one testified at the public
hearing in support or in opposition to the request. The Planning Commission recommended
approval of the Conditional Permit subject to some 13 conditions, allowing for the Conditional
Permit to be valid initially for a period of one year, and also that full compliance, Condition No.
13, proposed Condition No. 13, that full compliance with the conditions of the State Land Use
Commission Special Use Permit shall be rendered, which we have attached in a letter dated
September 4, 2002, with the 16 conditions of the State Land Use Commission Special Use
Permit. The Staff Planner at the time was Julie Higa, who has since retired from the Department
in April of2004. That concludes the Department's report.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Yoshida. And I neglected to announce Mr. Kane joined us when
we were hearing the last bill, and I neglected to recognize him. Thank you, Mr. Kane.

to

. . . . .~ •• J

to be

IS

now

on

by .L'-"'H"" .... Morris.

CHAIR CARROLL: Please give your name at the microphone, and you have three minutes .

. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MS. RYDING: Hello, my name is Irene Ryding and I'm a resident on Une Place, one of the many of us
who showed up here today in support of Bev and Dave. Bev and I are co-captains of the
neighborhood watch. We had quite a rash of robberies on our street, like 12, I believe, within
four months on a street that had 18 homes. Bev opened up her home, Bev and Dave opened up
their home and their bed and breakfast as a meeting place for us to get together. Since then, we
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had gotten a description on the burglars, went around found out who they were, and reported this
to the police and they were arrested. And not only did our crime spree stop, but the crime spree
on several streets surrounding us stopped. And I really believe that if we didn't have Bev and
Dave in our neighborhood, this wouldn't have happened. They are just instrumental in getting us
all together. I don't think you'll ever find a street where we're all friends and we all get along
and we have potlucks and we help one another out as much as Dne Place is, and I really think
that part of the glue that holds us together is Bev and Dave. So ... and we've never, ever been
inconvenienced by anything having to do with their bed and breakfast with the guests that are
there. Sometimes we see them walking the street and we wave hi and they wave hi and, and we
talk and they're delightful people, and they do a very good job of screening. And we love them
and we love the bed and breakfast. Please approve it.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
MS. RYDING: And thank you for your time.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you. Ms. Nakata.
MS. NAKATA: The next testifier is Richard Morris, to be followed by Susan Morris.
MR. MORRIS: Good afternoon. My name is Richard Morris. I live on Dne Place. I've been there
since '93, have known Bev and Dave for quite a bit of that time. Basically, my wife and I are
very close friends with them. We actually help them out at time to time ...watching their place
for them or, or. .. and, you know, showing guests around or... such as that, and, and babysitting
their bird at times. And they have never impacted anything in the neighborhood. There's no
street parking and it's all, all contained to their, their home area. And that 2 acres, there's quite a
bit of room. 1. .. we, we live, my wife and I live right across the street from them and, and all the
been there, there have
no, you know, no complaints that. .
us or
I got to
any
neighbors
we

MS.

next

''-'OUH,",~ IS

MS. MORRIS:
Susan Morris. We're neighbors
Dantes.
on a
right below
them. My husband just spoke. As he told you, there have been times that they might get a
chance for a vacation, but they would never leave their renters without someone to watch over
them or someone to meet their needs if they should come up or any problems should come up,
and I have served in that function for them. My family's background, some of them have been
farmers--my grandparents, for instance. When you talk about being in an ag zone, farmer's
hours are 2417, and they pretty much fit that qualification. They don't leave the place alone, and
usually now they leave someone in their own home to watch the animals and so forth and to
watch over the people, and then they have one .. .like I've been up there to meet their guests that
come and break them into the house and the routine, the ohana, whatever they need to know
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about recycling, that kind of thing. So they're more than cautious and really an asset to the
I've seen them since they moved into our
community... not just the neighborhood.
neighborhood, the neighborhood has come together, and as Irene said we have a neighborhood
watch now, which has been successful, and they weren't one of the homes that were robbed.
They're one of the few that were not, as far as I know. So ... and also, they did let me know right
from the very beginning what they were doing with all of their plans, the original ohana
underneath their home, and they've had blessings for the ohanas as they went along and had the
neighbors over and, and others over to see what they were doing. I will tell you it's a very class
act. It's not something that would ever be considered affordable housing, and I don't want that to
ever be confused when you start talking about these issues. They're a lot of other things
involved that we're not going to speak about today. As, as an individual thing, I'm very happy
you're taking the time to listen to the neighbors talk about the impact that this has had on them,
and this is a good operation. They have been brave enough to actually step into the arena of
trying to come up with some of kind of... or to help the County come up with some kind of a
plan for future people, for other people that might want to have an operation of this sort, to do it
correctly and easily, and to not have to take up so much of your time. And I hope that that comes
together for them, but it's a very brave act. I actually recommended they not do that.
... (chuckle). .. So they're doing it anyway. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you. Ms. Nakata.
MS. NAKATA: The next testifier is Emma Natividad, to be followed by Jeri Zintgraff.
MS. NATIVIDAD: To each and everyone of you, I want to thank you ... and all of you thank you. And
I would write, I would like to read a letter that Uncle Leslie Kuloloio couldn't be here. You have
to excuse me, I'm makule and nervous.
County,
to request
vvA.un .... v to

a room
to visitors on
friends, but also by almost the
beginnings.
aU"'l",",

on two occasions, once
again
2000.
occasions,
blessings was
not
neighborhood who came to celebrate and support their new

In 2003, shortly after the passing of my mother Alice for whom I had cared in her old age, I had

the opportunity to use Maui Tradewinds as a retreat during the period of contemplation of
self-healing. My personal experience of Bev and Dave's nurturing hospitality and generosity
was echoed countless times by others who recorded their appreciation in the guestbook there.
More than simply a peaceful and beautiful place to stay, it is clear that people's lives are touched
by their experience of being in that setting with the care and attention of their host. It is my
understanding that Bev and Dave had done everything possible to comply with State and local
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requirements and have the full support of their neighbors. In their retirement, they depend on
income from their small businesses to meet their needs; yet, they continue to contribute money as
well as volunteer work to charities and worthy causes in the local community. Still for many
years the County has delayed giving final approval for the permits required for the operation,
continue to withhold their permits. It's a disservice to all concerned. Beverly and David
embrace and live the aloha spirit, and their guests that have come from every continent observe it
and take it home to share with others. Maui Tradewinds is beneficial on many levels that it
deserves nothing less than our full support in returning. Please kokua. Sincerely yours, aloha
pumehana, Uncle Leslie Kuloloio.
And as for me, Emma Natividad, I live at Kahiapo Camp, and we, when we first met them ... and
we talked to them about Hawaii and much aloha. And we had a nephew that got married and the
parents had nowhere to stay, so they had opened up their place. And we also are invited
whenever they have a family gathering, and I take all of my children and grandchildren. And
Hope, our daughter, our granddaughter got married and had no place for the girls because we had
the boys with us. So they offered their place where the girls could stay there and get ready and
be comfortable there for the wedding. And I want to thank each and everyone of you for taking
your time to listening to this very nervous lady. Much aloha.
CHAIR CARROLL: Excuse me, one moment. Any questions for the testifier? Hearing none, thank
you.
MS. NATIVIDAD: Mahalo.
MS. NAKATA: The next and last testifier who has signed up is Jeri Zintgraff.
MS. ZINTGRAFF: Hello, I'm Jeri Zintgraff and I'm the neighbor immediately right next door to Bev
and Dave.
as you've
everyone else testify,
are very considerate neighbors.
the construction
two

So even
I even see
neighbors next
are
So they have been such
comings and goings of
an asset to the neighbors, neighborhood. I never
any noise of
their visitors. I may hear noises from my other neighbors, the dogs, and the late music with the
people next. .. on the other side of me partying, but never any noise from Bev and Dave.
They've been very, they're known for their attention to detail and making sure that their guests
are well cared for and that all their ducks are in a row. Their landscaping is beautiful. So they
haven't inconvenienced us in any way. In fact, they've definitely been an asset to the
neighborhood. So please approve their permit. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you. Ms. Nakata.
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MS. NAKATA: Mr. Chair, no one else has signed up to testify.
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there anyone in the audience that has not given testimony that wishes to give
testimony at this time? Seeing none, ifthere's no objection, we will close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR CARROLL: Public testimony is now closed.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
CHAIR CARROLL: Corporation Counsel, concerning the bill ... could you please enlighten us to where
we're at on that now?
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. I think I'm far from enlightening anybody. But I just want to let you
know, we did receive your letter dated August 25, 2006. We were asked to make some updates
on the, on this bill. One of the major issues was basically just getting a more accurate
description of the ownership of the property. What we're trying to do is make sure that the, the
owner. .. the ownership description is accurate just so that the permit runs with the, the actual
owners and not, not with the company. So that's basically the, the only major legal issue as far
as updating the bill ... and, and to do that consistently throughout on the conditions also.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, this afternoon we also have with us our Fire Department representative,
Mr. English and our Water Department representative, Ms. Ellen Kraftsow. Are there any
questions for either of them that you would have, you would like me to call them down now
before I open the floor for general questions? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I see
on May 2nd , '03
.,...,o".,..rl to access roads,
I

COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: --fire flow.
CHAIR CARROLL: And could you please identify yourself at the microphone?
MS. KRAFTSOW: I'm Ellen Kraftsow with the Department of Water Supply. Urn ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could I ask my question first?
MS. KRAFTSOW: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: ... (chuckle) . .. It says that, that because Mr. Dan ... , Dantes could
not meet the commercial fire flow requirements due to inadequate water in the area, that the
Director agreed that an automatic sprinkler system would be considered in its calculation of the
required water flow for fire protection, and that an insurance policy would also be acceptable to
the Department of Water Supply and that this was put on a Board agenda back in '02. So, I'm
wondering if you could bring us up to date? This is a June 4 memo from an engineering firm.
MS. KRAFTSOW: Yeah... urn ... you know, I have to apologize to you, and I can run downstairs and
check on it, but the last note I have in here is that fire flow calculations were received and from
there the project was assigned to engineering, and that's it. I just grabbed this file and ran up,
you know, and I'm in a different building. So, I can't state. Maybe the applicants can tell you
exactly what happened since then. --(CHANGE OF TAPE, start 2A)-COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Yeah, because in the report, Mr. Chair, on page 28, the Department
of Water Supply.. .it, it talks about what they are requiring... a backflow preventer installation,
replacement of 400 linear feet of pipeline from 6 inch to 8 inch, and then upgrading the
standpipe. And, you know, it's so unfortunate that this has been--what are we looking at?--four
years.
MS. KRAFTSOW: Actually, the site is served by an 8-inch line, it says.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, it says replacement of a 400 linear feet of 6-inch main
delivery pipeline with an 8 inch. So maybe in the four years they've done that. But is, is,
Mr. Yoshida... has ... has anyone done an update on this project from Planning?
CHAIR CARROLL: One moment while we confer over here.

IS

US

ANDERSON:
we're
Planning Commission
the County Council choose to adopt
Water Supply recommendations, they will require my compliance before issuing the permits. I
don't know what that means. I think that's Mr. Dante saying something in a letter, but that isn't
clear in their report. . .. In fact his exhibit says, In lieu of withholding your approval
recommendation until these items are completed, you could simply approve this project subject,
subject to completion of the items before any permits become effective. You know, that's all
about process. My concern, Mr. Chair, is that we're not putting people at risk because there isn't
adequate fire flow should there be, God forbid, an incident. And when we permit this, we're sort
of verifying that all requirements have been met and that people's safety is ... assured. So, I
would like to know that that's what I'm doing.
JLd.'U.JJLJJ. .....
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CHAIR CARROLL: And the question for the Water Department would be?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Regarding all the requirements that they asked originally in the
application, if they've been fulfilled.
MS. KRAFTSOW: Councilmember Anderson, I have to apologize here. Clayton just showed me a
letter from OUf... Department to ... the Planning Department acknowledging that we've received
the subject's fire flow calculations. These particular fire flow calculations were dated
May 23,2002, and based on those calculations, as submitted, there is a requirement for some
system improvements and that they should please contact our Engineering Division to see what
those are. Now this later, letter is dated May 23,2002.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Yeah, I seen that letter and that's what raises the questions. I mean
I want to know if anyone has reviewed this for ...to give us an update of what's happened
between 2002 and 2006, and if, you know... that's, what, foUf years that the opportunity has
presented itself to bring this up to standard.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Anderson, would you like to call the applicant forward and ask them directly?
MS. KRAFTSOW: I think they have some information.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. Well, I guess that's the only person we have to ask and I
think that's, you know, pretty sad that we can't get verification from the County at least-MS. KRAFTSOW: Councilmember, if you would like, I can go downstairs and check their files. I just
don't have them, I don't have the engineering files.
a

I

'.L.J~~ ANDERSON:

'-'-'-JL.'H.LL.'H ..u...

CARROLL: Oh, no I

call you forward. I asked Ms.

MR. DANTES: My apology.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: .. .(chuckle) . ..
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, I mean since he's here and the question--
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CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --has been risen.
CHAIR CARROLL: Since-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I mean we should give him the opportunity then.
CHAIR CARROLL: --if you wish, does anybody has any questions for the applicant at this time so far?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, he could answer my questions if, if possible.
CHAIR CARROLL: Okay. Would you like to repeat? Do you understand the question?
MR. DANTES: Yes, sir.
CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed. Please give your name at the microphone.
MR. DANTES: David Dantes. Thanks for the opportunity for addressing this. And it's going to take a
few minutes to clarify it.
About three-quarters of a mile from where we live is an intersection called Five Comers. That's
an intersection at Peahi and Ulumalu Road and Kaupakalua Road. Underneath that intersection
is a 400-foot length of cast iron pipe that's 6 inches in diameter. That pipe acts as a bottleneck
for the water delivery system to the entire geographical area. So it doesn't matter if there's a fire
hydrant or a standpipe or any other equipment. The maximum amount of water that can reach
that, that fixture to supply fire flow is limited by the fact that there's an area that's only 6 inches
rest of it has
upgraded to 8-inch
Originally, we submitted
to meet Code,
Code, we
to
n1"'-"'PI'1

IS

were
J''' .....
amount of water
could be supplied by
existing infrastructure, then no improvements to
the County water main would be required. We did install the fire sprinklers according to Code,
the engineer did perform a recalculation which the Department of Water Supply has in its
possession, and the calculation indicated that the existing 6-inch supply and existing standpipe
could supply the amount of water required in the event of a fire. Now the Administration
changed and the current Water Director would not sign-off on our having complied with fire flow
requirements.
ALA"' ......

So we had a meeting in January, on January 27th with the Water Board and minutes of that are
available. During that meeting, the whole situation was reviewed. There was testimony by the
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Water Engineering Department, testimony by the Fire Department. The upshot of the meeting
was that the Water Board felt that the County Water Department does not really know how to
evaluate fire sprinklers in terms of the beneficial effect that they have on fire flow calculations.
Therefore, it should be left to the discretion of the Fire Department as to whether or not that
these standards have been met since it's the firefighters and not the Water engineers that have to
go into a burning building.
So the formal recommendation by the Board of Water Supply was that the Department have "no
comment" about the adequacy of fire flow for this project and that it be left to the Fire Safety
Department to comment. The Fire Safety Department's comments are included in the letter that
Councilmember Anderson referred to.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Dantes. Mr. Chair, could we have the Fire
Department representative just come and verify that everything is fine, they feel that this is an
adequate system, and that we're not putting people at risk? And I appreciate that.
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, certainly. Mr. English, could you please come down? ...Please identify
yourself at the microphone.
MR. ENGLISH: Thank you, Chair. I'm Lieutenant Scott English from the Department of Fire and
Public Safety and, yeah, this applicant. . .I probably seen at least 20 letters in the last six years or
four years going on this bed and breakfast, transient rental. The final outcome was that to reduce
the fire flow he did install a fire, fire sprinkler system in his building which... our Code allows
that. So that's how we gave him approval. The Water Department's .. .if I understand, the Water
Department Code does not use the fire, fire sprinklers to (inaudible) fire flow. So that's where
the tie up is from what I'm, from what I understand. So basically if, for example, if the, the
building requires 1,500 gallons a minute of fire flow protection, if you install fire fixtures you cut
so all you require is 750 gallons
a
can produce.
flow
So

are

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.

necessary

very

CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you for...Mr. English, for that piece of information because it
brings up another problem that I had recently encountered in regards to standpipes need to be
replaced with a fire hydrant because of fire flow.. .indicated by the Water Department. So in this
case here what I'm hearing is that the Fire Department has the authority to override the Water
Department?
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MR. ENGLISH: No, we don't have the authority to override the Water Department. The Water
Department has their Codes and the Fire Department has their Codes. By installing the sprinkler
system in the ... pro .. ", the proposed project, they met the Fire Department's Code, so that's how
we could sign-off. As far as .. .I don't think so, I'm not sure that the sprinkler.. .installing
sprinklers in their unit will satisfy the Water Department's Code. And like I said, this situation
has come up time and time again with different projects, that we sign-off on the buildings with
the sprinklers and Water Department does not.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL:
Mr. Hokama.

And I failed to note that Council Chair Hokama

IS

with us.

Welcome,

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: The floor is open. Questions? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. This is a question for Corp. Counsel. This is
kind of an unusual situation because we have a bed and breakfast and then we also have a
vacation rental. They're using their second farm dwelling as a vacation rental, and then a
bedroom in their home as a bed and breakfast. So, I guess to make this simple, we're going for a
Conditional Use Permit for both dwellings rather than a B&B for one and a-CHAIR CARROLL: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --Conditional. Being that this is on ag land and that. .. and I'm
just going to read this, this is in the report summary on page 10. The Office of Planning, in their
this, stated
Chapter 205, HRS, states it's clear that only two types
housing are
the
employee housing.
used

In other words--and then on page 12, Department of Human, Department of Housing and Human
Concerns also says that the proposed use of the dwelling appears to comply with the County's
requirements for B&B, for the B&B unit. They have no objection to the proposed use of
Dwelling A. However, the proposed use of Dwelling B is not consistent with the intended use of
second dwellings on agricuiturallands, which is to provide housing for family members or farm
laborers. Therefore, Dwelling B does not have to be used for family members .. .if Dwelling B
does not have to be used for family members or farm laborers, it should be used for long-term
rental purposes and not vac ... , vacation rental purposes.
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So my question to Corp. Counsel is are we violating State Law Chapter 205 if we allow a
Conditional Use Permit. .. for a use of this farm, a second farm dwelling for something other
than the permitted uses or special uses ... under 205, HRS?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux. Are you prepared to answer the question?
MS. KRAFTSOW: Urn .. .I believe so. I believe so.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... {chuckle} . ..
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: My question's to Corp. Counsel, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: The question is for Mr. Giroux, but-MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. I, I just. .. as far as, you know, look, looking into that, I guess that is
a looming question on everybody's mind. I did try to look into how the County was dealing with
the situation being that, you know, this property also had to get a Special Use Permit, and that,
that was granted through the Planning Commission. And I have to suppose, because there has
not been legal action at this time for the granting of that permit, that I, I think the assumption is
going to be that, that it was legally given being that the Maui Planning Commission in this case
did review all facts pertinent to this struct ... , this, this property in giving that the Special Use
Permit, which is under the State 205 standards, what the-COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Are, are you saying, Mr. Giroux, that-MR. GIROUX: No, I'm not. What I'm trying to do is give you a background of what, what's happened
in this case. What I've seen is that that permit or that was given back, I believe, in 2002. I did
check with the County's branch of enforcement to see
you
position is as
far as
doing
basically
way 205A or the
Use
to enforce

no.
as
as
circumstances of
use, I
is
reviewable at
it is a reasonable use of the agricultural lands.

So
time by, by this body

COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: You're finished?
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So what you're saying, Mr. Giroux, that. .. because the Planning
Department advised the Planning Commission to approve a Special Use Permit under 205A and,
and then by checking with enforcement because nobody has filed a complaint against the
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County, that it's legal? My question to you was are we in violation of State law? Can you cite
anything in, in HRS 205A that states that. .. that this is a permitted use under 205A?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Well, Ms. Anderson, I, I believe that at this point that it's debatable. We are looking at a
circumstance that I believe that this body has to come to a determination if that's the direction
that they want to go. If later it is found that the State does have an objection about it, we do have
our own planners and our planning professionals who have advised you as far as their feelings
towards the use of this property as being appropriate. Therefore, the position would be that
under the circumstances the information that you receive would be reasonable because you're
relying on your professional resources. Whether or not ultimately it's found to be a reasonable
use would end up being how this is challenged in either the courts or by the Attorney General.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You know, I don't find that acceptable, Mr. Chairman. I mean
you...they're asking us to decide on our own whether or not this comports with 205A and, you
know, if nobody challenges it and likely that nobody will because all the neighbors think it's a
fine thing to do, but we're setting precedence here. And, and I just don't think that, you know,
our determining whether it's a reasonable use or not is sufficient. We gotta follow the law and if
205A does not allow for vacation rental use, there's only two permitted uses, and I. .. you know,
he hasn't cited anything in the law that would support the use of a farm dwelling as a vacation
rental, and that's what I was hoping I would get, some kind of legal support. If Mr. Yoshida has
something to say in this regard, I'd be happy to hear it.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Yoshida, maybe you can show us some light.

a State Special Use
criteria this was an
and reasonable use in the State Agricultural District. The authority
for that on ... because the area involved is less than 15 acres is the Maui Planning Commission,
and the Maui Planning Commission did make a determination on August 27, 2002 that yes, this
was an unusual and reasonable use in the State Agricultural District and it granted approval
subject to 16 conditions.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Yoshida.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Mr. Yoshida, I, I'm aware of all of that. You're still not addressing
my question. You know, it's one thing to have the Planning Commission issue a permit that is
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really a State pennit and the only reason that the County gets to issue it is because it's ag land,
it's under 15 acres. But if this was to go to the State Land Use Commission who's really the
authority for 205A, would we get the same results if it was over 15 acres? And so, I would like
somebody to cite to me something in State law that says that this is, you know, a pennitted use
under State statute. I mean there's a letter from the Office of State Planning that says it isn't.
There's a letter from the Department of Housing and Human Concerns that says it isn't. So, you
know, I need some legal justification for doing this because this sets a precedent and ... you
know, these are the kind of second fann dwellings that we use for affordable rentals in this
County, Mr. Chainnan. So, I have a problem with it and if nobody can give me an answer, I'm
not willing to make the detennination that this is a reasonable use that meets State law, because
nobody has cited anything in HRS or its implementing regulations that supports it contrary to the
letters that we received from the State.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Members, further discussion? Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I, I'm ... I'm trying hard to understand
Member Anderson's comments and, and I know she's ... dealing with an, an issue right now. I
guess the part I'm trying to understand is if the procedures that are set up within HRS 205 and
specifically, as cited by Mr. Yoshida, Section 6 which provides for if it's less than a certain
amount of acres, then there's a procedure set up to make a detennination, and that detennination
has been followed and complied with and that a body that's been delegated the authority to make
a decision based on the circumstances makes a ruling via a Special Use Pennit after reviewing
the facts of the application or the circumstances and has rendered an opinion or a decision on it.
I'm trying to understand how we can ignore that process that has been detennined and say well,
if it was something else over 15 acres, how would somebody else rule? I, 1. .. I'm trying to
understand how we can look at it that way when the facts are that it's not over 15 acres, it's less
than 15 acres, and when it's less than 15 acres there's a procedure that's set out through
205-6,
seems to be what was the logical step that was taken. So,
trying
does,
trying to see
So, I
I

There's nn)Ce:aure~
made by a body
was gIVen
a
detennination on a Special Use
and now it's before us
additional approval process.
it's us that has to make a detennination, then I think Mr. Giroux was trying to give us indication
that the ball's in our court and we, as a policy-making body, make that detennination whether it's
an up or down on the Conditional Use Pennit request that's before us today. So whenever that
time comes, I'm, I'm ready to make that detennination.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Kane. I'll say before I call on the next Member, that the Chair
was aware of the discussion today and the Chair... accepts, the Chair concludes on his own
personal opinion that the application and the way that it has been brought forward through the
Planning Commission is ... and Mr. Yoshida's explanation, the Chair was satisfied with that or
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otherwise, I wouldn't have brought this forward to the Committee. But this is something that
each Committee Member needs to scrutinize and make their own decision on. Further
discussion? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chair. You know, it's not the process that's
the problem. Even though the County is given the authority through State law to issue permits
within the State Land Use District, including District Boundary Amendments if they're under
15 acres, we still have to follow the State law that is attached to it, and that's why I was trying to
get Mr. Giroux to give us a citation that shows that this is an allowable use. You know, ifthere's
nobody watching over you and saying you need to follow the State statue in making your
determination, then you can pretty much, you know, determine based on whatever it is you feel is
a reasonable use. But that's not the case. We gotta follow State law even though we are the
authority under 15 acres. So, you know, I haven't heard any, any citation in the law. There's
nothing in the, in the report that speaks to that. And so, you know, I'm having a hard time just
saying, you know, the heck with State law and, you know, we think it's a good idea so we're
gonna just, you know, approve it. I don't think that's sufficient. We're sworn to uphold State
law just as much as County law and, you know, if, if we're going to decide in this County that
it's a reasonable use to use farm dwellings for vacation rentals then ... and as long as we keep it
under 15 acres, the State's not going to know anything about it. .. the State's not going to
complain. It's not the same thing as making sure that we're following the purpose and intent of
our Agricultural Districts, and I think basically that this is a major policy issue that we need,
need to be discussing, you know, not a piecemeal by one applicant at a time. If it's going to be
determined that we're going to allow vacation rentals in the Agricultural District, then we better
have some backup of State law that allows us to do that, and, and I don't see it. And I asked for
it from, from Corporation Counsel and basically he's telling me as long as nobody challenges it
we're okay. I, I don't think that that's sufficient legal substantiation for what we're doing and,
personally, I have no problem with the bed and breakfast within their home, but I'd like to see
second dwelling
used as a long-term rental because ...well, that's just my feeling on
it and, as I said, I
it's
for us to be
a policy decision
piecemeal basis.
Code
addresses

CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Mr. Yoshida, you have something you'd
like to add?
MR. YOSHIDA: Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chair, Members of the Committee. We did transmit two sets of
recommendation reports -- one for the Conditional Permit, one for the State Special Use Permit.
If you look at the Recommendation Report for the State Special Use Permit dated
August 27, 2002, we do, we did review the project relative to the five criteria for an unusual and
a reasonable use found in Section 15-15-95 of the Hawaii Administrative Rules, and we did
conclude on page 5 that the proposed use meets at least four of the criteria for unusual and
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reasonable use of the property. Therefore, the Department deems the project to be an unusual
and reasonable use in the State Agricultural District and, therefore, we recommended approval
subject to the 16 conditions, which the Maui Planning Commission approved in granting the
State Special Use Permit subject to 16 conditions. So the Commission did find that the proposed
use was an unusual and reasonable use in the State Agricultural District under the provisions
found in Chapter 205, Hawaii Revised Statutes.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members--thank you, Mr. Yoshida. Members, do we have any more questions for
Fire Department or the Water Department? If we do not have any further .. .if everybody's
satisfied they're not going to need them, I was going to let them go. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Ms. Anderson asked for the Water Department specifically to go get stuff
and then come back. So she's here ready to respond to that. So, I would hope that that's
followed through.
CHAIR CARROLL: To the Fire Department, does anybody have anything that they need the Fire
Department for? If not, Mr. English, thank you very much. Alright. ..Ms. Kraftsow, there was a
question that you were going to answer earlier and everybody got ahead of you. Do you
remember the question?
MS. KRAFTSOW: I think the general question was can we confirm that fire protection is now
adequate, and the answer is ... as, as you heard from the Fire Department or as I understand you
heard from the Fire Department, it's adequate by their standards. By our standards it's still a
little bit short. Now the shortfall, as I believe Mr. Dante was pointing out as I left, has partly to
do with the bottleneck on Ulumalu Road and partly to do with a lack of a fire hydrant. We do
have a capital improvement project for that bottleneck on Ulumalu Road and that's been
postponed a number of times due to funding. Right now we're looking at survey and in-house
design
that, possible
construction
repair,
even at that point there would
need to
a fire
installed to meet system standards
on
adequate
not saying
water
goes,
a presumed p01:elllllal
we talk about commercial standards.
It's really not so much "commercial", it's just
non-residential as residential is defined in our rules, and once it's non-residential the fear is that
the responsibility would increase. And so ...with all the home occupations and bed and breakfast
and other things that are in these districts where the system is, the standards for the system have
changed since the system was put in, and so the system is old, it was designed to irrigate fields,
and now these fancy homes and bed and breakfast and home occupations--all of which may be
very valuable activities--but they're going in on a system that is substandard and which we are
lacking funds. And the more and more of them that are approved, the more burden to the system
and the more behind we get in terms of funds. So sorry to say that. I'm sure it's a good project,
but as far as the water system goes, no, the, the standards are not met and they're .. .I can't speak
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for what the Director or Board would agree to, but I could imagine that if we're going to improve
the bottleneck anyway, that maybe, you know, there could conceivably be some compromise at
least on a hydrant. But that's what's required, is an upgrade to the line and a hydrant.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, we are going to take a recess until 3:25. We are going to
stand in recess and we will continue with Ms. Kraftsow.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: Recess .... (gavel) . ..

RECESS:

3:13 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:30 p.m.

CHAIR CARROLL: " . (gavel) . .. This Land Use Committee meeting of August 30, 2006 is now back
in session. When we left, we had the Department of Water Supply and ... Ms. Anderson, you had
a question.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Gee, where did we leave off, Ms. Kraftsow?
MS. KRAFTSOW: Urn...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, I know. Okay, gotcha. Yeah, I should've written my question
down ... .(chuckle) . .. So if the Department still wants a hydrant there and, you know, we're in
an Ag District that has all, all of a sudden become somewhat urbanized so that the fire flow
doesn't meet the standards, the existing uses now--let's put it that way--would there be sufficient
water to deliver
fire flow
upgrade was made? It looked to me like it was somewhere
$13,000 to

just do
we
capital project.
before we could schedule
capital project there were
would take care of
a fire, where would the liability go? We, there would have to be some kind of paperwork, and
then even then would that paperwork hold up in court? That's a lawyer's question. And this is
why the Department. . .it, it. .. this is not just one situation, this is all over the island. This is why
the Department is more strict than, than some people would like to have, to see it be about these
issues. Our system is either adequate or it's not adequate, and in this case it's not adequate.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And it's not adequate for all the homes there so that if--
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MS. KRAFTSOW: It's, it's based on fire--right now the ... and this is actually probably one of the
problems that we have. First and second homes, first and second dwellings are exempt from fire
protection requirements. So they are not even reviewed. If somebody has an already subdivided
lot that may have existed 20, 30, however long ago it existed and they want to build the structure
or they want to ... even if it's in an area where fire protection improvements were made based on
the number of lots in an ag area and now they want to build a structure that requires more fire
flow than what an ag system can provide, it's still not going to be adequate and there's nothing
that we can do right now. There are things, you know, the County could look at. You could say
we want to make ag improvement districts where we will not use water as a, as a way of
promoting growth, but we'll enable bed and breakfast and home occupations, and the County
will help the Water Department put in some funds to help it upgrade these lines. And then once
the system is completely adequate, by the way maybe we should consider just in those areas
getting rid of the first and second dwelling exemption because somebody would only have to go
next door. Because that's another thing, you get another house, and then another house, and then
another house, and another house, and by the time before you know it you have, you know,
three-quarters of a mile to go to the point of adequacy. So sys ... , almost systematically in this
County we're making our water systems less and less adequate, and every time we approve
another commercial operation, whether it's a home occupation, a bed and breakfast, whatever it
is, anything that puts even the, the most infinitesimal, really small additional burden on the
system, it's putting us that much further behind. And we have difficulty already, as you know,
with our budget with meeting...we have so much, so many miles of pipe that need improvement
that we just simply can't afford, and plus we're scrambling for source. So, you know, I don't
want to be the, the mean one or the hard one. I'm sure it's a great project. I'm sure they're all
great projects, but-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But that isn't the issue here.
MS. KRAFTSOW:

CHAIR

systems are not

Mr. Giroux.

MR. GIROUX: I would have to check with our Litigation Department to see what, what kind of
municipal liability would be incurred for such a legislative act.
CHAIR CARROLL: One second, one second. Our Water Department has to leave. If you have any
fast question, now is the time. But, otherwise, she has to leave us now. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Just one question if, if Ms. Anderson is done. Why the difference ... can,
can Ms. Kraftsow explain to us why the difference between the fire flow standard being adequate
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and the water standard being different than that when we're talking about fire protection and the
adequacy, and then why is the Water Department's one more stringent than the Fire Department
when the Fire Department is the one responsible for the Fire-MS. KRAFTSOW: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --the Fire component?
MS. KRAFTSOW: I, I can only partially explain that.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you.
MS. KRAFTSOW: They're both based on national standards and national research, obviously
somewhat slightly different national research. But the Fire Department's concern is protecting
life and safety, and they have lots of data that shows that once you have those sprinklers, the fire
is less likely to get out of control and more lives are saved. And that's very good, they have put
in sprinklers and that's very important. We, however, have the responsibility for ensuring that
the system can deliver the necessary flows. And they don't go out and test our system or look at
our system; we go out and test our system and look at our system, and that's done by fire flow
calculations based on the structure, the materials of the structure, and then the actual flows and
pressures and pipe sizes in the system. And in this case, they're really only slightly under with
the ... they do get credit for sprinklers in those calculations, substantial credit actually, but
there ... and they come in now only slightly under, but still by system standards. That means say
it spread to the next house over. You know, with the sprinklers it's much less likely to do that,
but let's say somehow the sprinklers failed or whatever and it did, our job is to say could the
system handle it, you know. Then it's, you know, can you get a fire truck there fast enough and
all that. That's also an issue, but our job is just to say could the system handle it according to
these
standards.

MS. KRAFTSOW: No, I believe those standards. . . .you know, this is, an engineer could correct me
if, if there are any here, but I believe those standards do not take that into account because among
other things, obviously ifthere's a fire, you're going to do whatever you have to do. But if you
start flowing water too fast through a pipe, the standards mean...want you to be able to get at
least a minimum gallons per minute at a maximum speed, and if you start taking water too fast
you can cause water hammer and damage to the system and breaks in the pipe, and then you
won't be able to get the water anyway. So, I don't believe that those calculations account for the
trucks. I think that they're trying to get the amount of water at the specified velocity.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. Thank you.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Anderson, do you have a final question for her?
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: No. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Thank you very much for being with us today.
. . . (sigh). .. Alright, Members, the floor is still open. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: We lost our Director of Planning.
CHAIR CARROLL: We lost our Director--he had to go to the airport--but we have ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Yoshida.
CHAIR CARROLL: ... Mr. Yoshida who is very familiar with this project-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, he is?
CHAIR CARROLL: --all aspects of it.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, good. Then, I guess I have to put you on the hot seat again,
Mr. Yoshida. Is any part ofthis ag parcel used for agriculture?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Yoshida.
MR. YOSHIDA: Councilmember Anderson, Mr. Chair. I believe the applicant did provide a letter from
the Office of Economic Development dated July 19, 2005 in terms of. .. that was transmitted to
the Committee Chair on August 25, 2006, regarding
on
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, could we ask the applicant that question?
CHAIR CARROLL: ... Alright.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could we ask the applicant that question, Mr. Chairman? ... The
applicant?
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, for the applicant? I'm sorry. Could the applicant please--if there's no
objection, we're going to bring the applicant forward.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR CARROLL: You spoke so politely and softly, I couldn't understand you.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: .. .{chuckle}. " Sorry.
MR. DANTES: David Dantes, Mr. Chairman and Committee Members. My understanding is that
51 percent of the property must be in agricultural production in order for a person to claim a
water discount or agricultural tax rates, neither one of which do we claim. As the letter from the
Country Agricultural Specialist states, the potential for agricultural development of this parcel is
very limited by its topography and the nature of its soil, and everything that can realistically be
done in terms of agricultural activity is being done. That was the finding of the agricultural
survey. But it is far less than 51 percent.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
Development?

The survey that you requested by the Office of Economic

MR. DANTES: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And ... um... so do you have a farm plan-MR. DANTES: No.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --for your second dwelling?
MR. DANTES: No. None was required when we applied for a permit for that dwelling.
you

anybody's nl"n,npv"n
meet
definition
soil
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
conservation if all you're doing is growmg grass. You don't have any livestock on your
property?
MR. DANTES: No.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
MR. DANTES: Thank you.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Any questions before the Chair gives his
recommendation? Members, the Chair would entertain a motion as follows: to recommend
passage on to first reading of a proposed entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE GRANTING
DAVID DANTES AND BEVERLY LIVINGSTON, DBA MAUl TRADEWINDS, A
CONDITIONAL PERMIT TO USE ONE BEDROOM ON THE FIRST LEVEL OF A
TWO-STORY MAIN FARM DWELLING (DWELLING A), AND TWO BEDROOMS OF A
SECOND FARM DWELLING (DWELLING B), FOR TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS
WITHIN THE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT, FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT
4320 UNE PLACE, HAIKU, MAUl, HAWAII", and the filing of Communication No. 02-199.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
CHAIR CARROLL: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla. Is there a second?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: ... Second for discussion.
CHAIR CARROLL: Second by Mr. Kane. Discussion? Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. I'm going to be supporting your recommendation,
and this is based on the Planning Commissioners' recommendation to the Planning, to this
Council for a one-year Conditional Permit. As we work through our ordinance in regards to
transient vacation rentals, I hope at that time, you know, we would have something for
application such as the, such as these ... once we take up the ordinance. But I will be supporting
the one-year Conditional Permit. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: And at this time before we have any further discussion, I would like to call on
Corporation Counsel to explain the bill that is before us. Mr. Giroux.

out
Tradewinds and
make the, the
permit would go to
David Dantes and Beverly Livingston. Also, what we need to confirm is that David Dantes still
owns the property as a trustee in the trust, and I do have a warranty deed that I am looking at
back from September of 2000, and that's the information that I'm going on right now. Being that
this bill's been around for so long, I think it's important for us to just clarify those matters and
have the Council know that, that when this bill, if it is passed, those parts of the bill will be
changed for consistency.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any questions for Mr. Giroux? The floor is open for discussion to the motion on
the floor. Hearing--Mr. Mateo wanting to speak.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank ...thank you very much, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. At this particular point, Chairman,
I'm not able to support the motion on the floor. I, I have .. .I listened to Mr. Yoshida in his
explanations relative to the interpretation that. .. that the property was less than 15, 15 acres and
so the County could make a, a final determination. When we take a look at the information that's
been provided to us, we, we look at things, we look at an agency review from the Office of State
Planning. They reviewed the application. They reviewed the application, the application that
says this is a 2-acre parcel and this is what they want to do. They weren't given any premises.
This is, you know, an, an ag parcel, period. The specific application was reviewed by the State,
the, the Office of State Planning. They came out with their determination and their
determination, based on Chapter 205 in HRS, is real specific -- this is not appropriate. Also,
their recommendation or the response and the review from the Department of, of Housing and
Human Concerns, it also indicates, you know, the unappropriateness of the second dwelling. So
they... and this body itself has not really came up with our own determination of the use of ag
lands for transient vacation rentals. So with that, Chairman, if this was just a B&B in the unit or
the dwelling that the owner occupies, I don't have a problem with that. For the second dwelling,
I have a problem with that. So until, until that is remedied, Chairman, I will not be able to
support the motion on the floor. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. Further discussion? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. For many of the same reasons that
Member Mateo expressed, I'm along the lines with that. In addition to the fact that it seems just
our own various departments seem to not be on
same page with it as well--we have Housing
L~H.A"H Concerns giving
seem to
is not
,"""n,,. '" at
Dantes,
sure
runs a very good
a
uncertainties, it's very difficult to support an application like this at this particular moment
time. So, I will not be supporting the motion, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Mr. Chair, if you could find out, could we consider a deferral
at this time rather than move on the motion or have action on the motion?
CHAIR CARROLL: The purpose of me bringing forth this motion to the floor and asking for
consideration of the application was to give the Members--I mean I think every, everybody
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knows everybody's feelings on this--to bring out anything that would be necessary, assuming the
motion was withdrawn and we deferred, that the Chair and his Staff could work on ... prior to
ever posting this again. So the answer is I would consider deferral, definitely.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: In that case, Chair, since you indicated that you would accept a deferral,
I withdraw my motion.
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there any objection to the withdrawing of the motion from Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I object at this point, Mr. Chair. I'd like to speak to the motion
before it's withdrawn.
CHAIR CARROLL: There's been one objection.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Object.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, first could I ask what is the point in deferring this? What
would, what would that accomplish? What would the deferral period allow to have happen?
What is the request of the Member--I don't know--to get more information or what?
CHAIR CARROLL: The defer--may I answer, Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Sure.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, I mean I guess
thing he has to
would
be the fire flow concern, and that doesn't alleviate all of my concerns. So, I'd like to hear from
Member Tavares because she's the one that mentioned the deferral and maybe she has a thought
in that regard that would be helpful.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, thank you. My thought was, you know, perhaps a meeting with
the Staff, and whenever, and for Mr. Dantes and, and his partner to relook at this application and
remove the TVR from it and just apply as a bed and breakfast, because I, I think that that is
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probably a big question in our minds about--and that's not guaranteeing that a bed and breakfast
would go in. But the fact that the second dwelling is supposed to be a farm dwelling and... a
farm dwelling that's used for long-term rental to me is not a farm dwelling unless the long-term
rental in there is working on the farm. So whether you disguise it as a long-term rental or
something else is, is secondary. But I think that it would be an option that I think they could look
at to redo their or take out the parts of the, the application that have to do with the, the TVR
portion of it and just process it as a bed and breakfast in the main house only, that, that's an
option. That's what I was trying to get at with the deferral.
CHAIR CARROLL: And, again, as Ms. Tavares said and I said earlier, it does give the applicant a
chance to do mitigating measures to make the application legal and acceptable to this Council.
Are there any further discussion before I accept-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Question. Question.
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, excuse me. I'm sorry, Mr. Hokama. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: For Corporation Counsel, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So if this option that we have just heard, Corporation Counsel, goes
forward and we defer, I would assume that this appl. .. , whole application needs to be remanded
back to the Planning Commission because that is not what was before them when they came up
with their recommendation or decision on a Special Use Permit. So is that a correct
understanding on our part?
CARROLL:

Counsel.
on

is not
agencies
application for a vacation
... So, I consider that a new application
ground zero. --(CHANGE OF TAPE, start 3A)-MR. GIROUX: Let, let me--I was reading Robert's Rules of Order when this whole discussion came up.
So let me just see ifI'm on the page. The, the hypothetical question is if we ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: If, if the Committee chooses to defer this application this afternoon,
because one of the options would be to change this application requesting for a Conditional Use
approval on a transient vacation rental, to then be changed now to a permit for a bed and
breakfast. Then my understanding is it needs to be remanded back to Planning Commission and
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that all the agencies that have given comment needs to rereview this application and now view it
under the new bed and breakfast request. And so, therefore, Council will take it and remand it
back and would start all over again because it is now a new application of a different permit.
MR. GIROUX: I, I think, you know, if that were to happen, again we're dealing with a hypothetical
here, I think a cleaner process would have a withdrawal of this application and a refiling for a
bed and breakfast. I think that would be cleaner. And again, that, that would be the, the
hypothetical. I'm not sure if we're dealing, you know, with solid facts here as far as with this.
Right now there is a motion on the, the table for, for action and the motion has been stated by the
Members. So, I think it needs to be acted upon and, and disposed of before going to the next
motion.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well, parliamentary procedure is a ruling of the body. So that is by
our choice, Mr. Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Point of order, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: We do have a motion on the floor. There was a request by the maker of
the motion to remove that. As Chair, you have that authority to remove or to accept that. There
were two objections on a body of eight people sitting here. There wasn't a majority of objection,
so you can make a ruling and we can dispose of this or you can accept or deny the request, and
then we can continue on with the discussion. I think that would be the appropriate way to
address this issue. Thank you.
CARROLL: I appreciate that, Mr. Kane. The Chair was aware of that. I was just trying to be
as possible.
I
responsive to
Members to bring out as
to
objection?
recogmze
request from Mr.

"-'J..Ld.V.U...d.VU_'LJ.J."

ANDERSON:

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Object.
CHAIR CARROLL: The motion is withdrawn.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, why do you ask for objections if you ignore us? Both
Mr. Hokama and I objected--
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CHAIR CARROLL: Two, two objections are noted, six Members have ... there was no objection.
Again, it is a majority. The Chair does have the option of accepting Mr. Pontanilla's withdrawal
of the motion.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I wanted an opportunity to speak to the motion before it was
withdrawn, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, we now are at the point to where the Chair is going to request, if there is
no objection, we are going to defer this item.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (RC, DK, DM, MM, JP, CT; excused: JJ).

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Object.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Object.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED OBJECTIONS (MA, RH).

CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
ACTION:

ITEM NO. 56:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CONDITIONAL PERMIT FOR "HOOKIPA HALE VACATION RENTALS"
(HAIKU) (c.c. No. 04-41)

COlmrrmllLcatlon No.
a proposed
entitled
FOR AN ORDINANCE GRANTING RON SCHRANZ, DBA HO'OKIPA
HALE VACATION RENTALS, A CONDITIONAL PERMIT TO USE THREE BEDROOMS
OF THE MAIN FARM DWELLING, FOR TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS WITHIN THE
COUNTRY AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT 1350
KAUHIKOA ROAD, HAIKU, MAUl, HAWAII". The purpose of the proposed bill is to grant a
request from Ron Sanchez [sic], dba Ho 'okipa Hale Vacation Rentals, for a one-year Conditional
Permit for the operation of transient vacation rentals in three bedrooms of the main farm
dwelling located at 1350 Kauhikoa Road, Haiku, Maui.
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Correspondence dated February 28, 2006, from the Chair of the Committee, transmitting
correspondence dated the 23 rd of February, 2006, from the Planning Director, confirming receipt
of notification that the applicant has sold the subject property and is no longer interested in
pursuing the Conditional Permit application. And since he does not own the property, obviously
he could not pursue it.
At this point, I will open public testimony. Is there anyone that wishes to give public testimony,
please step forward. Seeing the gallery empty, no objection, we will close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR CARROLL: The Chair will enter--any further discussion on this, on this matter, on this
withdrawal? Ifnot, the Chair-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chairman, if the applicant has withdrawn, then don't we just file?
CHAIR CARROLL: I'm going to file it.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: I'm going to ask for a motion to file.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Oh, okay. Thank you.
to go Ull'JU;;~H it
was none.

so

asking

you.
recommendation. I would entertation
a motion, based on
applicant's
notification that the subject property has been sold and no longer interested in a Conditional
Permit, to recommend filing of Communication No. 04-41.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Moved by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Member Tavares.
Mr. Pontanilla?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no discussion.
CHAIR CARROLL: All those in favor of the motion, please signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion is carried.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Hokama, Kane, Mateo, Molina,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Johnson.

ABSENT:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

MOTION CARRIED
ACTION:

Recommending FILING of communication.

CHAIR CARROLL: Members, thank you very much for attending this Land Use meeting of
August 30th, 2006. It is two minutes after 4:00 and this meeting stands adjourned ... .(gavel) . ..

APPROVED:

ROBERT CARROLL, Chair
Land Use Committee

lu:min:060830:tf

Transcribed by: Tammy M. Frias
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